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ABSTRACT

Chemical, mechanical (geometrical), electrical and thermal stability

parameters of the metal-oxide (insulator)-metal (MOM or MIM) diodes based on

point contact and discontinuous metal film structures have been examined

exhaustively for diode stabiliZation and optimization of performance for

mm wave and near infrared laser detection and mixinq. Preliminary observations

and analysis have indicated possibility of achievino lona term stability

with little loss of the ultrahich frequency of operation and ultrabroad bandwidth

of these devices. As instability is greatly reduced, fundamental physics of

the conduction mechanism: and thEr reaimes of operation should then be

unambiauouslv analyzed and identified. The techniques acquired have led to

the initial Fabrication oF thin lilm chin diode arrays for more efficient

detection and mixino.



INTRODUCTION

The eenerallv aiccented tuinnelline nrocess as the dominant

conduction mechanism and the majoiritv carrier aspect of suich 'i conduction

nrocess have been wide lv demonst rated byv the uil tra -iih f requeoncxv 04

operat ion and ultra-broad bandwidth of the metal -oxide-mnetal (MOM)

or metal- insuilator-metal (MIM) diodes. The point contact version has been

reported to perform mi xin.c in the neai- infrared with bandwidths (if

the order Of over- a1 hun1dred GIIL. Despite its tremendouis ban11dwidth and

excel lent antenna propertv, thc MOM point contact diode has often been

Fauilted Cor its inherent mechanical, thermal and eLect'ic.i instabilities

and non -reniroduici bilitv in fabric at ion. The so uindo S ilrab1 I e features

have hammnered its wider amp] icit ion. Alternate thin filmn versions

have, tHis be-, ccns idered by! zi nd a number)01 Of reOsearch irolins.

The ohotolittooranh-ic thin film dliode on suibstrates has bee0n 10emcilstraItOL

to overcome mechanical instabilIitv omlv. The discontinuiouis vietal 'i I

vers i or w ith oratr ease o t' ab r i ct i onl :nd rorent ia ;I to oveorcomeo

all th aov1istiilit jes is hoine seriously consideredk hr uts.

The :let aIs . :e ir qoomet r i cal :izrran ooment Andi shaine, and] the

natuirall I -rown o idsmust be exi' 1o red e xhais t i xe 1 in ordeIr to

arrive at N1011 or M1\1 st ructureOs '11i th ont imum117 S tab1)iIi ty andL reOspIOnse.

in the point cent act v'ers ion us inc7 shairi tuns t on wh isker in contanct

with the natural i' 2rown )\kl 01e .n nickel O.z;t , hot 1' the ceomellt 1'1c

Shane 01f tho whtll* .kr111ad oruoad tikeso h xd i

m u s t Il e e x am i n e d . S t u d i e s b 1 1  ' t h s t a 1A c ' i s h e o x i d a n u n a m c e

hooked till wi th -In ont 1 nul sIlnder* rltlk ioand ont imulm oxikde thlickness.
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In the discontinuous metal film, island snacint , size and island

material with different work functions are the parameters that ultimatelv

determine diode Performance and stability.

Thus, the Tnrt'ormance and stability of these diodes are extremelv

dependent on the chemical, mechancial, electrical and thermal

pronerties of the materials that compose the diode: the metals and

their oxides determine the chemical stabilitv of the oxide or

insulator layer and thickness; the oeometric shape of the tunvsten

whsiker tin in the point contact version determines the amount of

penetration of the tip into the oxide layer and thus the ultimate

oxide thickness between metals and the amount of hookino of the t i T.

This asnect of vleometric slapine Cor stability has been extensively

exnlored; oxide thickness, island soacinc and si:e naturally determine

the electrical resistance of the diode, which holds the key to

diode performance, stability., and L11,11111itv to puinctiure due to accuimulated

electrostatic chargec.
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TUNGSTEN- NICKEL M01 POIY CONTACTl' )IODU SIABILITY PA,.AMLAL1. RS

CHE2ICAL STABILITY PAR IETERS

An outstandino characteristic of the tunisten is its well

Inow;n high melting point of 3410 0 C; its extremely strong

atomic cohesion also accounts for its mechanical strength

and small thermal expansion. These prooerties arr thus

utilized for mechanical stability of the tungsten .'hisker

tip as the point contact of the diode, especially under

interse focused laser radiation. Furthermore, tungsten is

not oxidized to a significant degree in the atmosphere up

to 550 0 C and remains so up to lO00K reached under normal

laser irradiation. Even at higher temperatures, no consideratle

contribution comes from the inside oxide layer due to the

metallic properties of W4 01 1  forming the outside oxide layer.
4'5 '6

The tungsten whisker is generally etched from polycrystallire

wire, which is usually drawn with preferred grain orientations

along the wire axis. Electrolytic etching of the wire produces

tips much smaller than the grairs so that the tip forms a

single crystal consisting of (111) faces with a common 110

axis along the whisker direction

In the tungsten-on-nickel MOM diode, the insulating layer

that forms the tunneling barrier is thus mainly the nickel

oxide, which is one of the best insulators in nature with an

electrical resistivity of 1015 ohm-cm,. Oxide layer thickness

07
is approximately E-8 A by electropolishing ' and 9-12 , by

6
anodic oxidation and much greater at elevated temperatures



Nickel oxide lavcr !, ave !is( LPer. lormed Lv initial mechanical

polishiro in a dilute vina solutinr, ther etched r'it.

phosphcric acid ard rotassiurl dic hrorate to ac hieve a clean

surface Thr surface oxide is ther e orr'ec c s hOrt a k iro

at 45.0,K- O xide t ickress varies v.it ! the ourntior o' oxidatior.

Oxide t ic ress formed ir, this marner ranres fror ; to
0

1SCC C. The dry airoforrmed oxide film at room ternera*ure ia also

6-8 A in thickness and is basically stoichiometric NiO
o 10

However, it has been shown theoretically and experimer ly that

diode responsivity increases several orders of maonitude with isino
' 0

insulator thickness, as a matter of fact, reachinn a maximLn at 1? A
10

Rectification efficiency has been shown to be extremely sensitive

to work function differences between the two metals so that dissimilar

metal diodes are suoerior. It has also been suaoested that oeometrical

asymmetry of the diode improves rectification for any metal combinations.

Thus, a aold whisker on a aold base proves to be the most efficient

detector at 75 GHz , but cannot be used as frequency mixer and harinonic

oenerator in the infrared.

It is well known that MOM point contact diodes oresent great difficulty
8

in control of contact pressure. It is reported that detection sensitivity

is highest when the contact pressure is very low. Diode resistance is a

strong function of the contact oressure.

k I



These ci rcui t limitations havp L oeen demonstrated v "he den~endence,

of detection qensitivity on the load resi stance in th ai de circuit i,,~~~z

belIow.
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Diode res'stance ( 0)

Variation of rectified voltage wvith Vaiat(n -i rs fI d voltae wi
diode resistance iu.rsl-fle
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DEPENDENCE OF CONDUCTION MECHANISM BETWEEN !.IET .LS 0,' OXIDE FILM THICKNESS

Tunnelino and Schottkv emission are usuall' the ,)rncesses nuoted to explain

electron conduction in an .. OrM diode. Thus, we have

Js v Tex(+a V/T) for Schottkv emission, and

JT'V V2exp(-b/V) for tunnelino.

The current density due to Schottky emission is thus an exrionential funct-on of

temperature, while tunnelino current density is essentially temoerature independent.

The operatino ranoes of these two conduction processes are qell illustrated in

the finures below

- I *\-
--- I Aj

-L A 40

- o\ sw

10 20 30 40

THICKNESS OF OXIDE ( A

Relationship between the detected voltage
Vimx and the oxide thickness on the nickel post. 170 1SO 210o "90

K I
Current-temperature characteristics of the

diodes with various oxides,

Fia. 3 Fin. 4
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These results seem to indicate t"t ,cti'ic~tlo, is quite sensitive to

oxide film thickness and the two conouct'rn c mss :)lay their doninanrroles

in different ranges of oxide fiflt, thicnes. Thus, tunnelino is dominant for

thin oxide films and Schottky emissior is .inan: in thick oxide films at

elevated temoeratures. We will thus corfin our c:, siaerations to thin films

for the fabrication of a temoerature denendent diode. Since oxide film thickness

is closely related to diode resistance, which in t'-,n determines the aniount of

rectified voltaqe from the diode as shown below, oxide film thickness and the

maintenence of the constancy of film thickness are the key to the fabrication of

an optimum and stable diode.

0 PESIU

: . d

DiODE RESISTAKE ,

Dependence of the detected voltage on the
contact pressure. Oxide thickness on the nickel post; Fi g. 5
ioA.

From our exoerience, this so called contact oressure variation is nothing but

variation in oxide film thickness due to enetration of the ,whisker tin into the

deposited oxide layer. Thus, increase of contact oressure causes deeper penetration

and thus lower diode resistance and vice versa. Hence, th.: authors noted that the

best response occurred when the ;;hisker was iust ser.!,PI. from the nickel Dost or

minimum penetration since 10 A is the ootium thickness for the rectified voltane.



vC

So far, only dry air oxidized films have been used in our exneriments and

they are less than the optimum thickness. The imnrovement in diode stability is

thus rather imoressive, considerino that we have been oDeratinn mostly on the

sianificantlv steen slope of the rectified voltane versus oxide thickness curve.

It is thus our intention to orow thicker films so that we operate the diode at

the optimum thickness level with a broad beak. This will further reduce the

sensitivity of the diode to oxide thickness variation, resultina from many sources

such as mechanical vibrations, thermal expansions.
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MECHANICAL STABILITY PARAMETERS

CONTROL OF OXIDE FILM THICKNESS AND CONTACT PRESSURE AS KEY TO DIODE STABILITY

In the case of contactina a sharp whisker tip with an oxide layer at exactly

the optimum thickness, there will be certain amount of stability achieved due

to the flat top of the rectified voltaae outDut versus oxide film thickness curve.

Thus slight variation in the thickness between the two metals will not lead to

singificant variation in the rectified ',oltage. However, for such an arrangement,

the sharp tip is at the point of barelv mak, contact with the oxide film, so that

any vibration induced variation in the separation bcL'ween the tip and the post

will lead to periodic breaking of contact and thus open circuit at the vibration

frequency. Such sensitivity to vibrations cannot be tolerated. Such a configuration

involvion a sharp tip is also susceptible to oxide surface variations.

Such arrangement has been made in some MIS diodes, typically as shown below

Great pains have been taken to ensure constancy of contact and contact pressure.

Even if we can be convinced of the mechanical stability of such a diode, we cannot

believe such a diode can be used under reasonably high oowerradiation, when

thermal expansion must be taken into account, or even without irradiation except

room temperature variations. It must be noted that we are concerned about physical

distance variations of no more than 1-2 A. Then, there is the question of

very sliqht mechanical vibrations of 1-2 A amplitude. No doubt the high electric

field at the sharp tip due to accumulated static charge is often observed to

puncture the oxide layer.

CfmPcleml ie" piOhe.
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A natural step that can be adonted to alleviate most of the above difficulties

is to alter the contactinq arranoement. A thicker than optimium oxide layer can

be grown, and the sharp tip is allowed to penetrate the oxide layer to reach the

optimum thickness. In the process of penetration the sharp whisker tip is expected

to hooK, creatinq a reasonably larae contact area inside the oxide film and

oroviding via the hook some measure of a cushioning effect. The key of the success

of this scheme lies in the controlled etchino of the sharp whsiker tip to achieve

a so called optimum slender ratio - ratio of the tapered shaft length to the tip

diameter. An optimum slender ratio is defined as the shape parameter that will

ensure hookino of the tio with minimum damaqe to the tio and minimum diversion of

the tip from the elbow or contact area. This thus calls for careful reexamination

of the electrolytic etchino process of the tunqsten whisker.
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TUNGSTEN 101ISKER TIP DEFINITION

It is through the careful and consistent definition of the

physical state : damaged, blunted, hooked and undamaged, of the

whisker tip of the MOM point contact diode that we have been atle

to arrive at a single design parameter of the undamaged hooked tip

coined by us as the slender ratio. The shape of the hook controls

the stability of the diode with no significant loss in tip

responsivity.

The slender ratio is designed by reexamining systematically

the fabrication process. This process involves two steps: etching

of the tip and contacting of the tin with the nickel post.

At a certain voltage between electrodes and KOH solution

concentration, the single factor that determines the slender ratio

is the depth of immersion of the tungsten wire in the solution.

The simultaneous etching of the portion of the wire covered by the

miniscus and the submerged portion, with the latter providing

an additional conduction path served to prolong miniscus

etching in proportion to immersion depth up to a certain depth.

Tips with different slender ratios are then mounted for

contact with the nickel post. Hooks are formed during this

contacting process. The shape of the hook is determined by the

slender ratio and the carefully applied contacting stress or

pressure. An appropriate amount of stregs is defined as that

which achieves diode stability and reasonable sensitivity. Excessive

stress will produce excessive hooking in very slender tips, i.e.,

tips of large slender ratio, and blunting or damage in stout tips

or tips with small slender ratio.
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Diode stability is classified accordina to origin as:

mechanical, heatinq and electrical. The unique feature of the hook

provides some cushioning for mechanical vibrations, a free end

for thermal expansion and contraction, and a rounded bend in

the oxide junction area and thus less susceptibility to electric

charge buildup and puncture. All these conjectures have been

proven to be true.

With proper hook shaping, sharp tip field enhancement in

the junction area is not significantly degraded if the sharp tip

is not too far away from that area. In V band mixing experiments,

the MOM diode has demonstrated its superior bandwidth at this

stage of fabrication to commercial units.

It is thus believed that with some more work in packaqing,

the point contact MOM diode may prove to be a field applicable

device with sensitivity comparable to MIS units and bandwidth

not matched so far.
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The standard eOctrolvtic, Sel f-teninint iin, process for etching the

ttuigsten wire in 3N K01I solution was adonted The applied ac voltage, conduction

ctrrent and depth of tip inulersiol were careftfl lv monitored and controlled. The

etching process was scrutinized trader a floo - microscope. Although it is

generaliv heli eved that the miniscus around the inrinersed wire deterines the

profile of the etched tin, we fojmd that wire inmrsion deptb was, within

a certain range, also a controllini factor by nri-ovinc an additional conduction

path, which prolonged the etching process. Thuis, deer immersions Produced

long, slender tips, while miniscus etchine dominated for shaillow immersions.

leadinq to sharp tips with shart shafts. The tio profile was conveniently

characterized by a slender ratio, i.e., the ratio of the shaft length to tip

diameter. A tip with optimum slender ratio is defined as one that will

penetrate the oxide layer with minimum damaoe and sufficiently to produce

high responsivity and be minimally bent so as not to increase the contact

area appreciably.

The bent tip has often been encountered by workers in this field, but

viewed negatively because of possible damage imparted on it, it uncontrollability

and the possibility of increased contact area, thus increased capacitance.

However, it has also been argued that the simultaneous reduction in diode

resistance may compensate the increase in capacitance so that degradation

in diode performance is debatable. Uncontrollability can definitely be

removed by controlling the slender ratio. It is on this basis and our

preliminary experimental observations of no noticeable reduction in

responsivity that we decided to define and investigate systematically
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the posstllliy of exploiting this hook feature to imnrovo died,

stabili:,

Absence of the sharp tip in the contact rcgion will certainly

reduce vulnerability to electricl Shocks. Spring action of the hook

cusions 3uite well mechanical vibrations affecting the free standino

whisker. Susceptibility to heating is present in varying degrees in

the metal island, printed circuit and free standing versions, with

the last two affected the most. This is almost nonexistent in the

hooked-tip version, in which thermal expansion and contraction occur

at the free end and not in the junction area.

Most of these conjectures were confirmed in our experiments. Thus,

the shape of the whisker tip characterized by its slender ratio can

De controlled and renroduced through strict control and maintenance

cf the etching parameters. The ratio is the governing factor of the

eventual hook contour following tip penetration into the oxide layer.

There is trade off between stability and resnonsivitv only in the sense

when the tip is excessively hooked because of too slender a shaft,

resulting in insufficient penetration of the oxide layer and excessively

largo contact area. The range of slender ratios for acceptable per-

formance is rather large. Many whiskers were fabricated and tested

at X band, V band and at CO. laser frequency on an optical table purposely

without provision for removal of normal room vibrations.

Typical experimental data on sharp tip detection in the infrared

arc presented. The improvement in stability once the hook was formed

was dramatic. We have yet no long term stability data (over

days or months), but our rather casual handling of the diode mount

and repeated observation of stable detection with a hooked tip,

were convinc ing evidence of puss ih lon, term stab ilitv
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Resporsivity improved as contact pressure was reduced by no more

than two to three fold, while instability increased significantly.

This -iav be indicative of the RC irdenendence of diode nerformance

to first order so that the hooked contCur should be a sound basis

for a stable device.

Creation of a free end is the sinqle most important feature

of this improved diode, enabling it to avert the major heatinq

instahility resulting from thermal expansion of the whisker tip.

Heatina effect is definitely present as evidenced in the extreme

case of an unchopped laser beam and the observation of a regular

pulse train due to making and breaking of contact of

the whisker with the nickel post, the former due to thermal expansion

of the whisker and the latter, its retraction after heat sinkino

by the iost. This phenomencn was not observed in the case of the

hooked tip. Departure of the detected sianal from a rectangular wave-

form cast doubt on the true nature of detection, such as

possible heat induced diode resistance variation at the chooper sneed.

This was removed by changing chopper speed and observinq no signi-

ficant change in detected signal amplitude. This form of

instability is unavoidable at high incident powers, but should play

no part in the device as a mixer.

Another often reported and analyzed effect is polarity reversal,

which, interestingly enough, was not observed with the hooked tio.

It was freouently encountered durina the early part if our work

with the sharp tip and again in the case of the hooked tip only

when it was withdrawn to the point of breaking contact.

This suggests that polarity reversal, though may be of fundamental

interest, is another form ef instability associated with the sharp tip.
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These improvements in stability have been demonstrated in the

free standing 7oint contact diode, and should be applicable to the

-rinted circuiz version. The removal of the effect of thermal

exoansion of the tip is the most important feature. Thus, not only

can this device be used as a high power infrared detector, but also

as an efficient and stable mixer, where high power stability is

essential, since its efficiency is proportional to local oscillator

power level. The tremendous bandwidth has also been recently reported
1

at 170 GHz

Possibility of long term stability study is being considered

since it involves strict maintenance of environmental conditions,

such as vibrations, room temperature, draft conditions, etc. The

biconical antenna model of the long wire version also needs

rev i s i on.

I
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ALTERNATE 'ITh STRUCTURES

Photolitno'-rhic orinted ci rcutis have been nronosed as, alternate MOt'

structures. No Darticularlv encouraminr' resul * havo been renorted. These MOM

structures denosited on Olass substrates v..ill remnve mechanical instabi'ity.

However, these are essentially metal-insulator substrate)-metal devices since

no fabrication of a 1? A oxide film thickness is nossible with current technoloov.

Such diodes thus tend to have very low resoonsivitv. Furthermore, the sharD tin

structure is still present so that thev are anain not immune to thermal and

static shock instabilities.

We have so far conducted substantial amount of work towards the develooment

of a discontinuous metal film rIOM diode by snutterino various tynes of metals onto

a alass substrate at very short durations. Accordino to theory , metals islands

are formed on the substrate with senaration between islands hichly deoendent on

the deDosition rate, and achievina distances from 0 to 40 A. With the understandine

nained from the Doint contact diode work, we h6liege we can achieve the ortimui

island senaration of 12 A. Other Darameters can also be emoloved such as the use

of dissimilar metals or metals with naturally very thin oxide layers of hioh

resistivity. Some of our oreliminary experimental results are oiven below.



CHARACTER 1 ST ,,,I L C':' S I: ;T ... .E - Y

In the initial ohase of continuous etal ilm deposi tion, the denosited

film structure is discontinuous, consistino of a larce ntr'ner ol islands on a

substrate and orowino in size as metal atom-s accumiulate on the substrate.

In films with hioh density of small islands, direct tunnelinc will be the

principal conduction mechanism. However, as the distance between islands and

the sizes of the islands are increased, the conduction orocess becomes complicated.

Thus, other models of conduction have been prooosed, such as conduction via

imourity levels of the substrate material, thermal excitation oF electrons in

the islands and thermal emission of electrons. Domains of operation of the

various conduction mechanisms have thus been oroposed as shown below.
D mens,os
ot is!ana
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A discontinuous metal film corresoondino to recion A, where direct tunnelino

is the dominant conduction mechanism, consists of a larne number of M-I-M

junctions connected in series and Darallel. .hen an electromacnetic wave is

incident on such an array, sionals detected by individual Junctions are sunmed.

The orooer cnoice of arrays can ensure a laroe outnut sinnal , and thus compensates

the absence of the lona wire antenna ef the noint contact diode. Such a structure

is mechanically stable, and with oroner desir'n (to be discussed) can also be

thermally and electrically stable.



The standard ,,'cuu-i deposi tion technioue i' ennloyeo. Various metals were

tested with no detection cn Ni and Al films due nossibly To the ready natural

oxidation of such islands, .ihich increases the sDacinn between islands.Discontinuous

nold films are successful , but film resistance is unstable. However, both lame

and small -islands are -resent, v;ith the latter actina as noise sources.

In our attempt to construct discontinuous metal film diode as hinh freouency

detector with low noise, high sensitivity and stability, it stands to reason to

fabricate 'ilms in which direct tunnelinn is the dominant conduction mechanism.

It is known that "ilms of Dalladium or olatinun-Dalladiu. deposi ted on glass

substrates 3rovide stable islands of extremely small size. However, such films

normally oresent hioh sheet resistance of several mea-ohms and low sensitivity.

Such hi gh diode resistance is easily loaded by external detection circuits

>,u!ti -laver ilm structures have therefore been suogested, consisting of

a~ladium-Dlatinu-, film deposited on cold discontinuous film. Gold film is

first deposited to nive a film resistance in the hundred kiloohm ranae, and

this is reduced by Pt-Pd film down to the ten kiloohm ranne. The Pt-Pd islands

are observed to be situated between laraer nold islands. Such a multi-layer is

stable and demonstrotes improved noise nronerty, sensitivity and life.

The relationship ;ztween film resistance and detection sensitivity is

shown below. The droo in sensitivity in the low resistance ranne is obviously

due to the formation of a Droaressively continuous film, and that towards the

high resistance range due to increasina dearture from the direct tunnelinq

domain. There is also the circuit condition that very little sional can be

extracted from the diode, which has either extremely low or extremely high

internal resistance. A
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STABILITY PARAMETERS OF THE DISCONTINUOUS 11-I-M FILM

MECHANICAL STABILITY - this is considered to have been overcome by the denosition

of such films on glass substrates.

THERMAL STABILITY - If film deposition is such that the diode will be oneratinq

in the direct tunnelino reoion, the conduction current is not a function of

temperature. However, under intense irradiation either by microwaves or the

laser, there will be some thermal expansion of the metal islands. Variations

in inter-island spacino can be extremely sionificant due to its extremely

small dimension. It will therefore be quite advantageous to select a spacino

such that we are operatina on the flat top of the detection sensitivity versus

island spacing (or diode resistance) curve. The diode should then be able to

tolerate certain amount of spacing variations without serious effects on the

detection sensitivity.

FABRICATION STABILITY OR REPRODUCIBILITY - The above flat toD reaion of oneration

of the diode will also lead to laraer tolerance in film denosition.

SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ELECTRIC SHOCKS - Optimm inter-island spacino will also

lead to lower susceptibility to puncture of insulator layer due to accumulated

electrostatic charae.

STABILITY TO FILM AGING - This is caused either by instability of the metal,

or the insulator layer between islands. Thus, metal combinations will be

explored which give best stability of both of these factors. Metals with very

stable natural oxides will be studied aqain since the ootimum flat too response

is situated at an inter-islans spacing laroer than the thickness of such oxides.
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DISCONTINUOUS MIM FIL. DIODE PERFORMANCE PARAYETERS

RECEIVING PROPERTY - It does not have the Iona ,-.ire antenna so that as many

islands as possible must be included in the diode strin .

RESISTANCE PROPERTY - The islands must be sufficient close to ensure the direct

tunnelina mechanism, and sufficiently far away to nive sufficient diode resistance

for optimum flat ton ooeration.

DIODE CIRCUIT OPTIMIZATION - The diode may have to be loaded and biased for

best detection response for a particular inter-island soacino and particular

metal islands.
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V-BAND DETECTION AND MIXING

Follwoing our success at X band, we happened to have V band

equipments available and felt we could Provide a broader bandwidth

test for the MOf! diode of up to as much as near 10 CHz.

In the process of familiarization with these eouipments, we

performed the detection experiments first. These were !mDatt diode

sources with a 7 GHz tunability and no internal modulation. A ferrite

switch was thus incorporated in the microwave plumbing to act as

a modulator (see schematic in Fig. 8).

At this stage we had decided that unless we achieved some measure

of stability of the diode, we could not perform the mixing tests.

This was a necessary condition since with such bandwidth (7-10 GHz)

in mind and no spectrum analyzer of this bandwidth available, it would

be virtually impossible to find the beat of two V hand sources and

an X band source (three frequency beating) and display it on the

narrowband scope amidst the noise qenerated by instabilities.

Full scale etching studies were launched at this point to

correlate the slender ratio with diode detection performance.

Our efforts are graphically demonstrated in Figs. 9-13. It is ouite

evident that as slender ratio value increases, so does stability of

the diode with no significant sacrifice in responsivity. Short

term stability over hours was achieved with repeatability.
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As an after thought, the !40!" diode was compared with the commercial

V band diode for freauency response by varying the switchina

frequency. Vivid demonstration of the superiority of the ",OM diode

aopears in Figs. 14, 15. A note of caution is that the MOV diode

is in an open structure, while the cor-r-ercial diode is packaqed so

that its freouency cutoff may be due to Dackaging parasitics rather

than parasitics of the diode itself.

The commercial diode also did not respond in the waveform of

the switching voltage, while its snikino was easily picked up hY the

MOM diode.

As the necessary next step, the diode was tested for long

term stability. Since only one diode mount was available, the

diode was tested for a maximum of 21 days with the results shown

in Fig. 16. In this test, the diode mount was enclosed to keep out

draughts in the room, and no adjustments were made during the

entire Period. After this period, for curiosity contact pressure

was reduced as the tip was pulled away from the post and the diode

response and stability observed. Response increased somewhat, but

deterioration in stability was evident.
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Only when stability of the diode was achieved did we Qo ahead

with the mixina experiment. The tvo V band sources were oulled

,ipart in frequency to abOut 7 rHz, a value that could be readily

beat with the tunable Y band source. the ' band was modulated for

better indication on the scope, while the Impatt sources ran CW.

Since V band freouency meter was available, it was not difficult

to set the frequencies of the V band sources and their difference

calculated. The Y band source was then tuned to this difference

frequency with the final beat shown very well on the Scone. Since

the scope was narrowand, roll off of the beat was quite rapid.

Two versions of the beat signal with two different ,'kiskers are shown in

Fics. 17, 18.

------------------------
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DYNAMICS OF CONTACTING OR HOOKING OF WHISKER TIP

There are so far two ways of contacting or hookina the tir

with the proper slender ratio. We believe one way will lead to

better stability for the diode than the other. The dynamics of

both contact methods is shown in Fig. 19.

Since we believed that sufficiert contact pressure had to he

brought about at the whisker tip before a hook would form, in

contacting method 1, the tip was advanced towards the nickel Post

until an electrical short was registered. This was our indication of

the formation of a hook, and the tip was retracted qradually. The

retraction steps were such that at every step the tio was left

untouched for a period to see whether stability could be established.

The response would be low, but stability high as shown by curve 1

in Fig. 19a. In order to improve response, further retraction of the

tip was made until another point of stahility was reached as in

curve 2. The condition represented by curve 4 was highly urstable,

but with corresponding high response. Our efforts were then to

maximize the response-stability triangle area. However, an additional

controlling parameter must be considered and this is the initial

tilt of the triangle, which is totally a function of the slender

ratio. Thus, in Fig. 19b, the whisker with slender ratio 2 is better

than that with slender ratio 1.

We finally realized that in this procedure contact pressure

of the tip was maintained by the hook itself throunh its own

relaxation, which was highly unpredictable. This stability condition

became increasingly sensitive to the decreasing contact pressure,



which was increasingly unpredictable. We are thus always faced with

a compromise situation between stability and responsivitY. However,

we do know that the hooked structure can nrovide a remarkable dearee

of mechancial stability for the point contact diode as lonn as the

stre&.at the contact point is maintained.

Contacting method 2 %%,as imnlemented precisely to achieve this

goal - maintenance of constant contact pressure. This procedure

consisted simply of reversing the contactinq method 1. Thus, the

sharp whisker tip was brought in contact with the nickel post with

great caution. Contact pressure was increased very slowly, and its

V band detection monitored. Once a detected signal of sufficient

amplitude and stability was observed, the tip was left in that

position under presumably constant stress.This procedure was applied

to a number of tips with different slender ratio with convincing

indication that we are moving in the correct direction. Typical

result is shown in Fig. 19 b (the - curve).
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HEATING STABILITY

V-band detection -?as :irl;t estabiisnud and stablized with

the formation of the hooked tin, The '!M>! diode was left undisturbed

over a period of a rew days so as to ensure stabili-y. The

appro:imately alizned CO, laser beam with respect to the M10'-! junction

area -,as then focused. The MOM point mounted on an yvz-9 translation

sta :e was then moved into the focal region of the laser beam. The

-asr ceam was choened so that it could be detected on the M.!O' dijde.

Observed detection of the infrared radiation demonstrated the

capability of the MO! diode as an infrared detector, and also

pinpointed the spot of incidence of the laser radiation. Maximum

detected signal indicated the exact hit of laser radiation on the

junction area. The chopper was thert removed and V-band detection

resumed. The 7-band signal with and without CO, laser heatin2 was

recorded. The laser beam was also chopped at different speeds so

as to -ar,." t amounc of neatinz. Dete:cted signal did not *arv

more than two-fold in the entire heating range with CO, laser

power 7eak at 6 watts. Some of the results are given in Fig. 20.

Heatinz by the laser beam was cuite considerable since in one

instance portion of the tungsten whisker w.'as evaporated. It aroeared

to us at this stage that the hooked tip feature o: the MOM point

:,'nta"t diode could successfull- remove the major instabilities

7echanical vibration and incident radiation heating The

-n :c. rent in all o c2r al:e-z - .O. str,:ztures such c s

i -- r wi ich a loop and thin -J s ru ur s.
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Fig. 20. V band detection under laser heating
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INFRARED DETECTION LND STABILITY

In parallel with the V band experiments, the MOM point

contact diode was also tested for detection of 10.6 micron CO 2

laser radiation. The open structure of the diode mount nrovided

easy access of any type of radiation to the diode simultaneously.

The laser radiation was focused onto the diode junction area

with a Ge lens after the beam was chopped for modulation. Focusing

was necessary both for concentrating laser power at the junction

area and localizing the radiation so as not to overheat other

portions of the diode. Laser line mixina was not attempted in

this series of experiments due to lack of eauipments such as

another frequency stabilized laser with fine tuning, and other

auxiliary equipments such as mm wave harmonic chains to provide

a harmonic suitable for beating with the laser difference frenuency

that could be displayed on commercial spectrum analyzers. This

series of experiments were aimed at stability studies in infrared

detection with the assumption that stability results were applicable

to mixing.

The first detection experiments were with unhooked tips,

and the observed results are shown in Fig. 21. As expected, the

response was high but extremely sporadic, and did not correlate

with the chopping frequency. Spiking continued in a regular fashion

even when the chopper was removed, indicating that laser heating

of the tip was taking place, which caused expansion of the tip into

the oxide layer until it came in contact with the nickel post.

The latter then acted as a heat sink, coolina the tiP, which

contracted until contact was broken. The tip was reheated by the

laser radiation and the above process repeated once more, resulting
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in the appearance of a pulse train, although the chopper -,,as removed.

No such spiking was observed once a hook was formed. Generally,

the detected signal followed the chopping frecuency, indicatinq

the heating effect was essentially removed. The signal waveform

varied somewhat, depending on the whisker slender ratio. Thus,

too large a slender ratio, i.e., very slender whiskers, leads to

excessive hooking and a response with a slower rise time. Typical

hooks and their responses are shown in Figs. 23-25.

To further assess heating effect, the chopping frequency was

varied from a few Hz to 2000 Hz. Accoridna to' the results shown

in Fig. 24, the amplitude of the response remained approximately

constant, indicating that the waveforms displayed %.ere no due to

heating and cooling cycles of the tip as concluded in the case

of sharp, unhooked tips.
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DISC&NTINUOUS METAL FILM - X, V BA7:D DETECTION AND MIfJN; EXPERIMENTS

Ve have begun a syste:at-c t :ti: , tC i "cntir uo'. S

diodes. ilunt tip and gold-ball tin -roc-K ire e sci a S e trci ,, LtC

in an attempt to eliminate nonlinearity of the I-V characteri t.::

due to sharn tin effects. X band detection was first attemnted to

acquaint ourselves with the detection chracteristics of these films.

X band mixing experiments then followed to ensure that the signal

obtained is Qenuine signal from the MOM diode. V band detection ,as

then performed. Experiments are still in nrogress on V band detection

and mixing tests of various tynes of films and 2eo:m:etries.

The data obtained so Far are shown in the figures and tabulated.

The general conclusions reached are as follows: Pd-Au combination

films are sunerior in nerformance to Pd films due nossiblv to the

difference in work functions oF the dissimilar metals; the films

deposited have too low a film resistance, meaning that the islands

are too close tocether, leadinc to great diFFicultv in tanning the

rectified voltage from the film. Film resistance is artificicallv

raised by deliberately making poor contacts between the nrobes and

the film, and this leads to instability of the signal, a feature we

would like to eliminate with thin films denosited on glass substrates.

Fizure29.Fas obtained with freshlv denosited Pd-Au combination

film. The detected x hand signal is quite stable over a short time.

and was dependent on the contact resistance of the diode. Thus the

signal was enhanced substantially by raising diode resistance threu,'.h

the nrobe tins from 1-0 ohm to I K ohm CFic . 29.2).

Fieure29.3gives the result of x band detection on Pd-onlv Fil:.

Film resistance is hi.her due to absence of .. old, and the detected

siznal was lower as anticinated due t? the similarity 01 the fetal

islands.
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In an attempt to imnrove stabilitv, we chanee one oc the p robes

to a gold ball tip (the other nrobe re':rans t.- be a blunt tip )

There was substantial reduction in the sensitivity of diode resistance

to contact pressure between nrobe and film. X b1andl mixinQ was achieved

and shown in Fig. 29.4V band detection wa,s attemnted to no avail.

We therefore tried V band detection with the higher nerformance

Pd-Au film, and were able to observe detection. The results are shown

in Fig. 29.5Strangely, the diode resistance in this case was 100K ohm.

This led us to conclude that the film was probably not uniform, and

there are strips where the film resistance is very high.

To verify this, we returned to the Pd strins we nrepared nreviously,

which gave rather high film resistance. X band detection was achieved

and shown in Fig.29.6 Film strip resistance reached 150 K ohm with

two gold ball tip probes.

We have therefore concluded that we must proceed to film strips

with dimensions of mm to extract usable metal island Qroups, which

will provide good tunneling conduction and high diode resistance.

Ideal diodes should have resistance of the order of 50K to 1001: ohm.

Good tunneling involves small island separation and large work

function difference, the former tend to lower diode resistance. Thus,

Ni films are be i.ng considered since nickel forms oxide naturally with

extremely high resistance (of the order of 10 ohm-cm). Hence, Ni

islands can be very closely situated and the resulting film can still

have rather high resistance. However, deposition of nickel must be

done in high vacuum, which noses rather severe technological problem.
-6

We feel, nevertheless, a vacuumof 10 Torr may be adequate due to

the briefness of the deposition process.
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Our point contact diode work is still proeressing and has

helped us qreatl, in understanding the nature of the disontinuous

films. Thus, the optimum oxide film thickness for rectification

established for the point contact diode provides the guideline for

the deposition of thin films. Hence there is an ontimum senaraticn

of islands #or best diode resnonse, esneciallv in the case of

dissimilar metals both because of the dependence of tunnelinQ on

metal separation and dependence of diode resistance on oxide laver

thickness and resistance.
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Picture Curve Diode Film Operation Probes Voltace Current 1 R
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The discontinuous MIM films we have nreoared so far demonstrate clearly'

the feasibility of achievina detection and mixina up to V band. The inability

of the films to produce sianals comparable to the point contact MOM diode

is essentially the result of the lack of the long wire antenna and the

sianificantly lower resistance of the film. Two avenues are beinc pursued

to alleviate this problem. Workino on the definition that a "oood" island

qroupina is one that has ontimun island spacing for the preservation of the

tunnelina orocess while producinq a substantial overall diode resistance of

the order of kiloohms, we can either improve the film itself by varyino

the film deposition rate or search for best island groupina by makina film "

strios of the order of the aperture of the waveouide.

Film strips have been prepared and tested up to now with widths of 1 mm or

less and varyira lenoths. Gold ball tips are used as contacts for tappina

the sional.Contact pressure is no lonQer a stability factor. These probes still

allow us to probe the strios for bets resistance paths. The detected sional

once realized is stable. To enhance detectability, X band oscillator onwer is

raised to 300 mW (as compared to 10 mW oreviously). Stable detection at X band

is observed and shown in Fig.30 for Pd-only films with a film strip resistance

of 2.1, K ohn. This low siinal is s canificantly enhanced with sliaht lateral

mover-7ent of the probes, as demonstrated in Fia.31. This is exactly the situation

in which j better island path has been established, while film strip resistance

remain constant. The Pd-Au film combination strips are then tested with

cr;nsiderably more stable sional detection at a iuch lower film strio resistance

of 100 ohm ( rio.3 2,. This is a clear indication of the suoerior detectability of

the combination film, since if film resistance were of the same order of that

of the Pd-oniv films. the outOut signal would have been much hinher. Furthermore,

so far the Pd-Au film 4s the only one that will detect V band radiation with

the same measure of stability. No stable detection is observed with Pd-only films

(Fia. 33)
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